A new wavelet-based L ∞ -constrained fixed and embedded coding technique is proposed in this paper. The embedded bit-stream can be truncated for any desired distortion bound at a corresponding bit-rate so that the target upper bound on the elements of the reconstruction error signal is guaranteed. The original image can also be coded up to a fixed a priori user-defined distortion bound, ranging up to lossless coding.
INTRODUCTION
Efficient storage and transmission of digital images is a critical problem, requiring compression of the original data based on some predefined criteria. In some applications for instance (e.g. in the medical area), one cannot afford information loss due to compact coding. A viable solution in this case consists in lossless coding featuring multi-functionality support, downsized however by the fairly low achievable lossless compression ratios. In other applications (such as those in the field of remote sensing), one can accept information loss in favor of higher compression ratios, provided that the incurring distortions are rigorously bounded.
The classical approach towards lossy compression consists in minimizing the average distortion given a target bit-rate. The average distortion is measured in this case in terms of the mean squared error (MSE). Coders that operate under this criterion usually control and evaluate the overall reconstruction error using the 2 L norm, the resulting distortion giving a good approximation of the global error. Many excellent lossy coders based on the norm are available in literature today, ranging from DCT-based (discrete cosine transform) to wavelet-based coders (SPIHT, 2 L 1 JPEG2000 2, 3 ), just to name a few.
The main drawback of operating under the norm is that this approach does not allow for imposing a tight bound on the individual elements of the error signal.
L
4 Local error behavior is not controlled in this case, due to an averaging of the reconstruction error throughout the entire image. An alternative approach consists in constraining the elements of the reconstruction error signal to be under some given thresholds. Compression schemes that operate under this criterion target the L ∞ norm, the resulting distortion giving a good approximation of the maximum local error. The concept of maximum local error is thus introduced, and we will refer throughout the paper to the term MAXAD distortion, which we define as the MAXimum Absolute
Difference between the pixel values in the original and reconstructed images.
Several methods have been proposed in literature for -distortion constrained compression. The early work of
Chen and Ramabadran
L ∞ 5 makes use of differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) coding and two types of uniform scalar quantizers to ensure near-lossless compression such that the MAXAD is not greater than one.
The generalization towards any discrete MAXAD values has been proposed by Ke and Marcellin, 6 in which DPCM coding incorporates entropy-minimization of the quantized prediction errors. Wu et al. propose an adaptation of the already established Context-based, Adaptive Lossless-Image Codec (CALIC) 7 so as to support -constrained compression.
L ∞ 8 Mathews and Hahn 9 suggest a vector quantization system that minimizes the occurrences and magnitudes of the quantization errors larger than a given threshold. Ansari et al. 10 propose a partially embedded two-layer coding scheme, consisting of a base layer of an embedded lossy image, followed by a refinement layer which codes the difference between the original image and the lossy reconstruction.
Karray et al. 11 propose an image coding technique based on the norm and using a filterbank-based decorrelating transform. The -constraining criterion is defined here probabilistically, with the aid of confidence intervals, so that at least a given percentage of the reconstruction errors are below the required threshold.
These coding techniques report results on various types of images (medical images, natural images, compound images, aerial photos), all targeting a set of fixed reconstruction error thresholds and even in some cases assigning to the reconstruction error bound a probability ranging from 100% to a predefined percentage. For applications such as those of remote sensing, in the context of compression of high-resolution multi-spectral satellite image data it is vital that image calibration characteristics (luminance, radiance) are preserved within specified limits for lossy image compression. The large dimensions and number of these images make efficient storage, retrieval and processing operations a continuous and challenging problem in the remote sensing communities. Such data are usually stored on dedicated media and may be further processed into various nextlevel products, the MAXAD requirements possibly varying from one desired product to another. While it is possible to compress and transmit these images so as to meet the specific MAXAD requirement of each individual user, such an approach is evidently highly redundant and time-consuming. Instead, it would be more convenient to store locally an embedded bit-stream going up to lossless reconstruction, which can be truncated at certain bit-rates corresponding to the user-defined guaranteed MAXAD values. This bit-stream could then be progressively transmitted according to end-user requirements.
In this paper we propose a new -constrained fixed and embedded coding technique, deriving an embedded MAXAD-oriented bit-stream, which for any target MAXAD can be truncated at a corresponding bit-rate for which the target upper bound on the elements of the reconstruction error signal is guaranteed. Coding up to a fixed a priori user-defined MAXAD can also be achieved, ranging from any desired threshold value up to nearlossless reconstruction.
Lossless coding of the quantized wavelet coefficients is performed using a new quadtree-based coding algorithm, which has its origins in the previously developed "Square Partitioning" (SQP) algorithm 12 and which we will denote throughout the paper as the QuadTree-Limited (QT-L) codec. The algorithm employs quadtree coding of the significance maps and context-based entropy coding, leading to substantial compression gains in comparison to its SQP predecessor. 12 The coding scheme is designed so as to support images of arbitrary size.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the distortion-rate optimization problem. We give an overview of the lifting-based implementation of the wavelet transform and show how to derive from it the expression of the spatial domain MAXAD with respect to the wavelet domain distortions. Three example cases are presented for wavelet transforms included in the JPEG2000 verification model (VM). 2 We derive the expression of the total bit-rate in terms of the individual bit-rates per wavelet subband, generalizing for any arbitrary image dimensions, and we define and solve the problem of rate allocation given a MAXAD constraint.
Using the concepts presented in Section 2, we describe in Section 3 our fixed -constrained coding scheme.
We pass in Section 4 from the design of a fixed -oriented coder to that of an embedded -oriented coder.
In Section 5, we describe the new QT-L algorithm employed in the coding of the quantized wavelet coefficients.
Experimental results and comparisons for fixed and embedded MAXAD-constrained compression are presented in Section 6, the final conclusions being drawn in Section 7.
DISTORTION-RATE OPTIMIZATION
The wavelet transform 13 has currently established itself as the most attractive transform in image coding, being employed in most of the state-of-the-art -oriented compression schemes available in literature today (SPIHT, In subsection 2.1 we will show how one may derive the exact dependencies between the spatial domain pixels and the lifting-based wavelet transform coefficients that contribute to their reconstruction. These dependencies are further employed so as to establish the desired L transform domain criterion, i.e. the link between the MAXAD and the subband quantization errors.
∞
Finally, we derive in subsections 2.2 and 2.3 the optimal subband quantization bin sizes by minimizing the total rate given a target MAXAD.
Distortion Derivation

The Lifting-based Wavelet Transform
We employ a lifting-based wavelet transform 13 to decompose the input signal. The classical implementation 13 of the inverse 2D wavelet transform using lifting is illustrated in Fig. 1 
, and denotes the integer part of . These dependencies are linear and can be written explicitly in the form: 
, which multiplies the wavelet coefficient W . The dependencies between image domain samples and wavelet domain coefficient windows are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Observing that relation (1) can be derived as the mathematical recurrent expansion (for the four image domain cases) of the classical inverse lifting equations, 13 the classical (Fig. 1) and alternative ( Fig. 2 ) inverse lifting schemes are equivalent, i.e. produce the same output. As a result, relation (1) is valid for all image pixels, provided the same symmetric extensions are performed for border cases, as for the classical scheme (Fig. 1 ).
The Maximum Absolute Difference (MAXAD)
For simplicity in the description, let us consider in the beginning a one-level wavelet decomposition scheme.
We quantize the wavelet coefficients by applying uniform quantization with a bin size 
Uniform quantization produces the errors x , which are divided into four distinct types according to the parity of the indices i and j. We can write: 
Let us denote by { , the combination { , that gives the maximum of this relation. Expression (4) can be expanded as:
For an L-level lifting-based wavelet decomposition scheme, the maximum absolute difference is given by:
where
is the bin-size of the uniform quantizer applied on the subbands s of decomposition level , and L is the total number of decomposition levels.
According to (5), the contribution of the lowest frequency subband to the total MAXAD is ( ) 
By replacing (7) into expression (5), we obtain the expression of the image domain MAXAD for two levels of decomposition:
By iteratively repeating the decomposition process for L levels, we obtain the expression given in proposition 1.
End of Proof
Examples
We exemplify the concepts introduced up to this point with a selection of the most popular transforms included in the JPEG2000 VM. 2 The first two transforms taken into consideration are instances of a family of symmetric, biorthogonal wavelet transforms built from the interpolating Deslauriers-Dubuc scaling functions, 13 namely the (2,2) interpolating transform which has 5 and 3 taps for the analysis and synthesis filters respectively, which we will denote as the 5.3 transform, and the (4,2) interpolating transform, which has 9 and 7 taps for the analysis and synthesis filters respectively, which we will denote as the 4.2 transform. The last transform is the (4, 4) symmetrical biorthogonal transform, which has 9 taps for the analysis filter and 7 taps for the synthesis filter, which we will denote as the 9.7 transform.
•
transform
For a one-level wavelet decomposition scheme, by applying an inverse 2D transform (see Fig. 2 ), one obtains dependencies of the form (1). These dependencies are depicted in Fig 
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Generalizing to L decomposition-levels one obtains the MAXAD, given by:
The spatial-to-wavelet domain dependencies for this transform are shown in Fig 
The generalization to L decomposition-levels yields the MAXAD expression given below:
The spatial-to-wavelet domain dependencies 15 are shown in Fig. 6 .a), the coefficients n m
The L-level generalization for this transform gives the MAXAD expression given below:
Rate Derivation
For every wavelet subband s of every decomposition level we derive a uniform, symmetric
s l Q . We compute the individual subband rates obtained after quantization and use these expressions to derive the total bit-rate (which we denote as ) in terms of the quantization step sizes
∆ , extending our results to the general case of an arbitrary-sized image. 
For l levels of decomposition it has been shown 2 that the relative size of the lowest frequency subband can be expressed as
The dimensions of the detail subbands can be computed as the difference between the dimensions of the LL subband at the previous decomposition level and the dimensions of the LL subband at the current decomposition level :
End of Proof
Consider a bounded quantizer { } , where ∆ = is the constant bin size, and N is the codebook size. The rate can be expressed in terms of the quantization bin sizes as:
Using the relative subband sizes (15) and the expression of the subband rate (17), we can express the total rate obtained after quantization either in terms of the individual rate contributions of every subband , or equivalently, in terms of the contributions
R of each subband s at a given decomposition level l as:
Minimization Problem
In the previous subsections we have derived for the L ∞ -norm criteria the expressions for the total rate and distortion, defined in terms of the quantization bin sizes
. We need now to minimize the rate given a target user-defined distortion bound M . Denoting the rate as , respectively the distortion as , this reverts to an equality-constrained problem (ECP) of the form: :
The rate function is obtained from relation (18) , the distortion function being derived from proposition 1. Since both and , we solve the ECP by defining a Lagrangian function , and constructing the following system of equations:
The bin sizes that minimize the total rate and guarantee a maximum absolute error that is equal to the userdefined imposed MAXAD are given by the solutions of (20) and are shown in (21).
FIXED L -CONSTRAINED CODING
∞
We illustrate in this section a wavelet-based approach towards fixed -constrained coding, outlining the successive coding steps of our algorithm: we decorrelate the input signal by employing the lifting-based wavelet transform described in Section 2.1; for each subband s at a given decomposition level l, we apply a symmetric uniform quantizer with bin size
∆ , computed by solving the distortion-rate problem defined in Section 2.3;
and finally, the quantized wavelet coefficients are losslessly encoded with the QT-L coding scheme described in Section 5. The resulting system is independent of the input signal and guarantees the L ∞ bound, downsized however by the real-case over-pessimism that appears due to the upper bounds employed in the derivation of proposition 1. We present a practical solution to this problem, by introducing an optimization step, consisting in a further refinement of the bin sizes { obtained after solving the ECP problem (19) . 
L L ′ =
From proposition 1 and equations (21), it can be seen that the optimal error contribution of each wavelet subband s at a decomposition level l to the total maximum absolute difference should be given by 
where is the error function, erf ()
β is the relative size of the cumulated subbands from L to l and is the standard deviation of . The end result is that we are successively enlarging the Gaussian distribution of the total error , by deriving scaling factors for every
∆ , which we write as combinations of the intermediate scaling factors :
It can be seen that for l , we are scaling up the final error distribution to the required user-defined upper bound.
=
The optimization procedure underlined above offers significant final coding gain compared to the simpler solution of applying directly the last step and deriving a single common scaling factor for all subbands.
This can be explained by the fact that we are successively scaling the real error distribution component given by each subband to the optimal bound defined in our theoretical model, as opposed to scaling directly, but suboptimal, the global error distribution.
EMBEDDED L -CONSTRAINED CODING
∞
A desirable feature of our compression scheme would be to be able to successively refine the reconstructed data as the bit-stream is decoded, while knowing a priori the MAXAD guaranteed at a certain truncation point. -oriented compression systems that possess this refinement property are aided by embedded quantization. 2 
L
In embedded quantization, the intervals of lower rate quantizers are partitioned so as to yield the intervals of higher rate quantizers. The uniform deadzone quantizer with the zero-bin width twice as large as the other bin widths has been discussed in the literature 3 as a starting point for constructing a family of embedded uniform deadzone scalar quantizers. It has been shown however that the uniform quantizer minimizes the MAXAD, regardless of the shape of the input pdf, 14 thus making the above-mentioned uniform deadzone quantizer suboptimal in this sense.
In view of this, we propose the use of an alternative family of embedded quantizers, by relaxing our quantizer selection criterion and employing a symmetric uniform mid-tread quantizer for the highest rate (corresponding to the lowest MAXAD) and uniform deadzone quantizers for subsequent lower rates (higher MAXADs). 
Proof:
Let us consider an index in terms of its binary representation , and the MSB bit is considered as the sign bit. We can write: By right-shifting the binary representation of by n positions, excluding the sign bit, we obtain:
Equation (25) shows that for any value , , , the corresponding value after truncation is .
( )(
In the following we denote the cardinal number of a set A as . It is obvious that for k there are 
The above statements imply that it is possible, starting from a high rate quantizer , to construct a family of lower rate, embedded deadzone uniform scalar quantizers Q with zero-bin widths ) , respectively all other bin widths . Moreover, since 
End of Proof
Let us consider now a more generic family of embedded dead-zone scalar quantizers, 3 for which the quantization indices ( )
and the reconstructed values Q q are given by relations (27), respectively (28):
where denotes the integer part of , a 1 ξ < determines the width of the deadzone, and . 
) ,
We exploit the properties of the proposed family of embedded quantizers by organizing our bit-stream in a multi-layer, MAXAD-progressive manner. For an L-level decomposition, the lossless QT-L coding procedure discussed in Section 5 commences with the most significant bit-plane of the lowest frequency subband (LL L ), which is losslessly coded, then continues with the most significant bit-planes of the subbands HL L , LH L and HH L respectively, and so on. The scanning pattern for is given in Fig. 8 . Once all subbands have been coded, the procedure is repeated for the next bit-planes n N .
The bit-stream organization, which we illustrate in Fig. 9 , allows for reconstruction of each bit-plane in a subband by subband manner. Moreover, the MAXAD upper bound is known a priori at the end of encoding of each individual subband bit-plane, offering a progressive controlled refinement of the guaranteed maximum absolute difference.
Deterministic Evaluation of the MAXAD Upper Bound
The quantization bin sizes derived from (19) are modified after the optimization procedure, and the new bin sizes are given by , where are derived from (23). Each optimal quantizer
to the total MAXAD, as it can be noticed from proposition 1.
Moreover, for every family , each quantizer ( )
, s a By combining proposition 1 with relation (29) it results that for a given n, the complete set of quantizers Q guarantees the MAXAD given by:
Similar equations as (31) or (32) are found for nA first difference with respect to the SQP coder 12 is that the partitioning process is limited so that quadtrees are not built up to the pixel level. Once the area (i.e. the number of pixels) of the current node in the quadtree is lower than a predefined minimal quadrant area (i.e. ( ( , , , ) ) _ p Area B i j w h Limited Area < ), the partitioning process is stopped and the entropy coding of the coefficients within the quadrant is activated. The Limited_Area parameter is typically set to 16 corresponding to a leaf of 4x4 pixels, in the case of square images. Moreover, apart of the two coding steps, i.e. the significance pass and the refinement pass used in SQP, a new coding stage called the non-significance pass is introduced. Basically, during the significance pass corresponding to an arbitrary coding step p, the coordinates of the coefficients found as non-significant are appended into a list, called the list of non-significant coefficients. During the next coding steps, the significance of the coefficients recorded in this list is coded first. This choice is motivated by the following two facts: (1) the coefficients recorded in this list of non-significant coefficients are located in the neighborhood of the coefficients that have already been found as significant at the current or previous coding steps, and (2) there is a high probability for these coefficients to become significant at the next coding steps, due to the clustering property, representing the underlying model used in quadtree coding. 12 The non-significance pass is followed by the significance and the refinement passes, which are not detailed in here, since they are explained and justified in 12 . The pseudo-code describing the three coding passes is given in Fig. 10 , in which we denote the list of non-significant coefficients as LNC and the significant and non-significant symbols as SGN, respectively NSG. For a given coding pass p, the pseudo-code is executed successively for every subband, the process being repeated for the next inferior bitplane, and so on. The location within the bit-stream of each encoded subband bit-plane is indicated by markers.
The third difference with respect to the SQP coder consists in a more elaborated context conditioning phase and context based entropy coding of the symbols generated in the three coding passes. Four sets of models are used to encode these symbols, namely a set for encoding the significance of the nodes in the quadtrees, a set for encoding the significance of the coefficients in the significance and non-significance passes, a set for encoding the signs of these coefficients and a last set for entropy coding the information generated in the refinement pass. We assign for every set of models S , , a number of context models , , each context state corresponding to a different probability model. For a given coefficient position, the number of significant neighboring coefficients is then quantized into a context number q corresponding to C , , according to the following expression: 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Compression results on "Lena" at a target MAXAD equal to 0.5 are given in Table 1 , in which we compare our proposed F-WMC (Fixed Wavelet Maxad-oriented Coding) scheme, equipped with three of the JPEG2000 VM 2 test filters, against the -oriented FBC (Filter-bank Coding) compression scheme. L ∞ 11 The first two, respectively the last two lines indicate the results before, respectively after the optimization step that refines the bin sizes.
These results indicate that for the same imposed error bound, the F-WMC equipped with the 9.7 wavelet transform outperforms the FBC coding scheme employing the Daubechies 12-tap orthogonal filters (db12), both before and after the optimization procedure.
Extensive experimental evaluations on various data sets indicate that equipping the F-WMC with the 9.7
wavelet transform provides in average better coding results than obtained by using the 5.3 and the 4.2 wavelet transforms. Motivated by this fact, we will use this transform in all further reported experiments.
We illustrate in Table 2 ), operating at the same bit-rates. Three types of images have been investigated, namely natural images ("Lena", "Barbara"), medical images (an ultrasound image included in the JPEG2000 2,3 test set -"Us", and a coronary angiogram image "Angio"), and remote sensing images ("Remote0", "Remote1"). For these 6 images, we report in Table 3 the results obtained using F-WMC, respectively in Table 4 the results obtained using E-WMC.
The first set of results (Table 3) indicates that on average our proposed fixed coding scheme F-WMC outperforms the SPIHT and JPEG2000 algorithms in terms of MAXAD.
The second part of our experimental assessment shows that our embedded coding scheme E-WMC offers a guaranteed MAXAD that is comparable to the actual MAXAD obtained at the same bit-rate by both the SPIHT and JPEG2000 algorithms. Since our actual MAXAD r n M (denoted in the tables as e ∞ ) is always lower or at most equal to the guaranteed MAXAD n M α (denoted as ), we can state that on average our proposed E-WMC coding scheme outperforms these algorithms in terms of MAXAD.
g ∞ Finally, we illustrate in Fig. 11 , for "Lena", the overall behavior of our E-WMC coding scheme, for an entire range of MAXAD values, comparing with the corresponding behavior manifested by JPEG2000.
For each test image, it can be noticed that at the same MAXAD, the compression performance of the embedded E-WMC scheme is first, for the finest (uniform) quantizer, equal and then decreases for the coarser quantizers, compared to that of the fixed F-WMC scheme. This can be easily explained by the fact that the quantizers employed to target the MAXAD 0 M are the same for both algorithms, being, moreover, symmetrical uniform quantizers, optimal in the MAXAD sense. At lower rates, the quantizers employed in the fixed F-WMC scheme remain uniform and hence optimal in the MAXAD sense, while those of the embedded E-WMC scheme are embedded deadzone uniform, tending at the limit towards the classical embedded deadzone uniform quantizers possessing a zero-bin twice as wide as the other bin widths.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose in this paper a wavelet-based fixed and embedded -constrained coding scheme, for which: L ∞
• The algorithm presents itself as an alternative approach to classical -oriented coding schemes, offering in addition fully embedded -oriented capabilities, vital for -constraining applications such as those in remote sensing, in which large amounts of data must be daily made available to end-users having different requirements on the distortion bound. Fixed -oriented coding can be achieved for any required threshold value, going up to near-lossless coding.
Our proposed -oriented fixed and embedded coding schemes achieve superior compression results, on the entire proposed bit-range, in terms of MAXAD, with respect to state-of-the-art wavelet-based coders.
L ∞
• The embedded nature of the compressed bit-stream makes our -oriented coding scheme a viable alternative to classical wavelet-based -oriented compression schemes with progressive transmission capabilities.
• We have designed optimal, respectively sub-optimal quantizers, for some of the more popular wavelet transforms, guaranteeing an exact user-defined upper bound on the distortion, respectively a distortion less or equal to a required threshold. The sub-optimal quantization bin values are image independent and can be inserted for immediate retrieval in look-up tables, to be made available both at the encoder and the decoder side. If an exact distortion bound is required, these tables can be further employed in order to derive optimal image-dependent quantizers. Figure 9 . Multi-layer MAXAD-progressive bit-stream organization.
A. Procedure QT-Limited Non-Significance Pass() For every coefficient in LNC, parsed from head to tail do Figure 11 . Comparison between E-WMC and JPEG2000 in terms of overall MAXAD behavior. List of Figures   Fig. 1 . Classical 2D inverse wavelet transform using lifting. Comparison between E-WMC and JPEG2000 in terms of overall MAXAD behavior. Tables   Table 1. Comparison with Filter-Bank Coding technique (FBC) of the bit-rates achieved for MAXAD=0.5 on "Lena". The 9.7, 5.3 and 4.2 wavelet transforms have been calculated for 5 levels of decomposition. e ∞ ), on "Lena" and "Barbara", in fixed (F-WMC) and embedded (E-WMC) coding mode. For E-WMC, the numbers in parenthesis denote the obtained MAXAD. Table 3 . Comparison with state-of-the-art wavelet codecs of the MAXAD and bit-rates obtained on 6 images in fixed coding mode (F-WMC). Table 4 . Comparison with state-of-the-art wavelet codecs of the obtained MAXAD (denoted as e ∞ ), guaranteed MAXAD (denoted as g ∞ ) and bit-rates obtained on 6 images in embedded coding mode (E-WMC).
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